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Abstract This study demonstrates the importance of a sophisticated sub-grid model
when performing a depth-averaged unsteady RANS simulation of a shallow flow.
The reduction of resolution and the spatial dimensions exclude important physical
processes as present in three-dimensional turbulence. Especially the effect of the bot-
tom turbulence on the formation of horizontal eddies appears of key importance. A
method is proposed to incorporate these effects by means of a kinematic simulation
that mimics the residual turbulent fluctuations in a straight channel flow after depth-
averaging. This method is developed in the context of the evolution of large eddies
in a shallow mixing layer. A comparison with experiments shows that the proposed
method works satisfactory. Naturally, it does not fully account for the omission of all
3D-effects.
Keywords Open channel · Large eddy simulation · Shallow flow · Mixing layer
1 Introduction
The promising developments with respect to applications of Large Eddy Simulation
(LES) to small scale industrial flows, has stimulated the use of LES also for
complex environmental flows. However, the typically high Reynolds numbers and
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complex, dynamically changing flow domain exclude a straightforward adoption
of the developed methods. Taking into account the large but limited growth in
computer capacity, it becomes clear that a full 3D LES simulation of an estuarine
flow with a typical Reynolds number, Re = 107 will not be feasible in the next few
decades. We therefore have to take refuge in simplified modelling that allows for a
strong reduction of the dimension of the computational grid and consequently of the
resolution.
In the natural environment many flows may be considered as shallow. The vertical
length scale in rivers, lakes and coastal regions is confined by the bottom and
free surface and is usually orders of magnitude smaller than the horizontal length
scales. The latter contribute most to the horizontal transfer of momentum thereby
governing the overall flow pattern. The anisotropy of the large scale motion generally
gives rise to quasi two-dimensional characteristics which are rather uniform along the
vertical coordinate [27, 32]. Most features of such a flow are therefore expected to be
captured by a depth-averaged model [13, 14, 34].
With every kind of averaging and filtering information is lost. This lost information
should be replaced by extra terms in the momentum and energy balances. With
depth-averaging the complex processes that take place in the high velocity gradient
near the bottom are usually lumped in friction coefficients and effective turbulent
diffusivity. The remaining two-dimensional problem has little to do with the original
one because it has become a kind of laminar flow where much of the dynamics is
filtered out. Especially when the bulk flow is essentially unstable due to horizontal
shear the turbulent kinetic energy necessary to trigger the formation of large
horizontal structures is lacking in a depth-averaged approach.
1.1 The shallow mixing layer
A simple but interesting type of flow in this respect is the shallow mixing layer. This
flow consists of two shallow streams that form a shear layer in a horizontal plane
downstream of the merging point, with the velocity gradient perpendicular to the
vertical plane between the streams. Such a shallow mixing layer is typically found at
the merging of two rivers. The instabilities in the shear layer give rise to the formation
of flow structures (with vertical vorticity axes) much larger than the water depth that
move in the horizontal plane confined by the no-slip bottom and the free-slip surface,
see Fig. 1. These coherent structures are referred to as quasi 2D turbulence in this
paper.
The bottom boundary layer is fully turbulent with three-dimensional coherent
structures. The associated dominant length scale is in the order of magnitude of the
water depth and therefore (much) smaller than the dominant length scale of the quasi
2D turbulence. We refer to 3D bottom turbulence in this paper.
The resulting flow thus contains a range of length scales that covers several orders
of magnitude. Although the scales of the 3D bottom turbulence and the quasi 2D
turbulence are rather disparate, the energy balance of the turbulence is governed
by both. Previous studies on shallow shear flows [5, 7, 31] have indicated that the
dynamics of the quasi 2D turbulence in combination with 3D turbulence is not well
understood and difficult to represent in an efficient model.
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Fig. 1 Perspective view on the
visualisation of a shallow
mixing layer in a laboratory
flume, 3 m wide, 67 mm deep,
showing large eddies up to 1 m
diameter and the small-scale
bottom turbulence [34]. The
arrows indicate the mean
streamwise velocity
1.2 Linear behaviour of unstable flows in a shallow mixing layer
A study by [33] has revealed that the spectral distribution of the large scale motions
of a shallow mixing layer can be predicted from a linear stability analysis. First, the
mean flow was predicted, based on the self-similarity method proposed by [5]. This
resulted in the transverse profiles of the mean streamwise velocity. Secondly, these
profiles were substituted into a linear stability analysis, resulting in amplification
factors for each frequency at each position downstream of the beginning of the
mixing layer. Thirdly, these amplification factors were integrated in downstream
direction, leading to the amplification factors of the inflow perturbations. Finally, the
energy density spectra at each position downstream could be obtained by imposing
a proper spectrum for the inflow perturbations. This spectrum represents the quasi
2D turbulence in a uniform channel flow after depth averaging (see Section 2.3 for
further explanation) and is referred to as background quasi 2D turbulence. The
spectrum of the inflow perturbations was assumed to be constant for all frequencies,
see Fig. 2. The resulting energy density spectra at several downstream positions
are shown in Fig. 2 as well. It should be noted that the energy density level at low
frequencies is for one-dimensional spectra affected by aliasing due to oblique wave
vectors [30]. For the triggering of large scale instabilities also the projected wave
length plays a role.
A straightforward consequence of this work is the notion that the properties of
long-living flow structures are determined by the up-stream flow properties from
which they have emerged. This implies also that the intensity level from which the
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Fig. 2 Spectral intensity distributions of the transverse velocity component at three downstream
positions of a mixing layer with 67 mm water depth: 0 m (left), 4.5 m (middle) and 10 m (right).
Values measured at the free-surface (dots) are compared with a prediction derived from a linear
stability analysis (lines). The straight horizontal line represents the uniform energy level imposed at
the inflow [33]
structures start to grow are of key importance for their strength. The turbulence
properties of the ambient flow therefore play an important role in the energy transfer
between the turbulent scales in the mixing layer and should thus be accounted for.
1.3 The need for representing unresolved motion
The above example shows that the coupling between the instability mechanism
and the background quasi 2D turbulence is needed to estimate the proper energy
density levels. Extending this line of thought suggests the existence of other cases
where re-introducing the dynamics into the simulation via some kind of backscatter
mechanism will be important. A clear example is found in the developments towards
hybrid RANS-LES methods. Their performances can benefit from prescribing a
proper guess of the time dependent turbulent fluctuations that are present near
boundaries or at the sub-grid level. A number of different applications for which
such a model extension can be useful are described below.
1.3.1 As inflow condition
With LES and DNS periodic boundary conditions, as often applied to simple geome-
tries, can not be used for spatially developing flows and the inflow boundary therefore
needs to represent the upstream turbulence properties in a realistic manner. This
is best done by generating the upstream turbulence in a separate simulation of a
periodic straight channel flow [19]. In order to avoid this rather expensive method
the dynamics of the in-flowing turbulence can be represented by a kinematic velocity
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field. With the proper prescription of turbulent kinetic energy, length and time scales
the inflow conditions can be made rather realistic saving substantial computational
efforts [17].
1.3.2 Representing subgrid dynamics
In a simulation with a coarse resolution a significant part of the turbulence spectrum
is lumped in the sub-grid model. The dissipative character of most sub-grid models
does not allow energy to be transferred from sub-grid scales to resolved scales. Such a
backscatter of turbulent kinetic energy is particularly relevant in boundary layers and
other regions of high shear, and leads to better simulation results when accounted for
[4, 6, 20]. In case of the transport of e.g. a passive tracer, the dynamics on the sub-
grid scale will contribute to the mixing in a way that can not be modelled as diffusion
since the real process is advection by the small scales. This has consequences for the
statistics of two-particle dispersion, chemical reactions and other processes where the
small scale kinetics needs to be separated from diffusion [10].
1.3.3 As boundary condition
Many applications with LES make use of wall functions [22, 26], or a two-layer
approach [1, 12, 29]. This has clear advantages with respect to computational
demands. No grid refinement near the wall is needed and the computational time
step can remain large. The complex dynamics that occurs in the near-wall region
with its high velocity gradient is however not resolved and at best estimated as a local
turbulent kinetic energy level. In order to account for the turbulent fluctuations that
are generated, a coupling needs to be made between the non-resolved turbulence in
the near-wall region and the time dependent fluctuations as they are resolved by the
LES [16]. When the resolution is such that a sufficient part of the ejection and sweep
structures are resolved no specific measures need to be taken [22]. Recent work by
[23] confirms the idea that a backscatter model is needed which is forcing velocity
fluctuations at the interface between the RANS near wall model and the LES in the
outer layer [20, 35].
1.3.4 Representing subgrid dynamics in depth-averaged modelling
The applications described above will be of particular importance when the
reduction of the problem goes as far as depth-averaged modelling. In the case con-
sidered here all information along the vertical coordinate is lost and its effect on the
horizontal motion needs to be replaced. Moreover the remaining two-dimensional
problem will exhibit the characteristic energy transfer to smaller as well as to larger
length scales [2]. Special care should therefore be taken of the resolved turbulent
kinetic energy and associated energy cascades. The resolution of the remaining two-
dimensional model should at least be of the order of the water depth, so little more
than the large scale anisotropic motion can be resolved. As demonstrated above
with the example of the mixing layer, the onset of shear instabilities is governed
by the background quasi 2D turbulence level. The latter cannot be represented in
a depth-averaged simulation as it is a result of the 3D bottom turbulence. In a depth-
averaged simulation of a uniform channel all fluctuations will dampen, as there is
no production due to the lack of a transverse velocity gradient. The background
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quasi 2D turbulence thus needs to be mimicked in an efficient way by means of a
backscatter model.
In order to obtain a clear view on the role of the forced fluctuations we will
start with an example of the depth-averaged modelling of a shallow mixing layer
with forcing at the inflow boundary. This can be considered as the non-linear
implementation of the above described linear stability analysis [33]. Second, a
backscatter model for the background quasi 2D turbulence will be described that
includes the characteristics of large turbulence structures as they appear in a uniform
open channel flow. These characteristics are obtained from a careful analysis of a
3D-LES of a wide open channel. The back-scatter model will be forcing the whole
domain in the form of kinematic simulation. Third, the model will be applied to the
depth averaged simulation of shallow mixing layers.
2 Depth Averaged Modelling
2.1 Model set-up
In the shallow mixing layer the large scale features move predominantly in the
horizontal plane and can therefore be captured with a relatively small computational
effort in a depth averaged formulation with a stress-free rigid lid assumption. After



































u˜2 + v˜2 + vhor∇2v˜. (3)
The tilde ∼ identifies short-time and depth averaged properties such that all small-
scale (3D) turbulence can be represented by an effective horizontal eddy viscosity. D
denotes the constant water depth, p the pressure, u and v the horizontal velocities in
streamwise x-direction and transverse y-direction respectively, cf the bottom friction
parameter and νhor the turbulence viscosity that acts in the horizontal plane and is
caused by the non-resolved bottom turbulence. Assuming fully developed boundary
layers in the vertical direction the eddy viscosity can be estimated using a standard
Elder formulation,
vhor = αhoru × D, (4)
The constant αhor still needs to be chosen. A direct measurement of this coefficient is
difficult to obtain but the associated value for αhor is in the range of 0.1–0.2. Following
Elder [8], the ratio between the eddy diffusivity and eddy viscosity (Prandtl–Schmidt
number) turned out to be approximately 1 for vertical mixing, (see e.g. [9]). It is
therefore assumed that this also applies for the Prandtl–Schmidt number for the
horizontal mixing. Therefore αhor = 0.15 has been adopted. This value is higher
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than the value of 0.067 derived by Elder [8] for the vertical mixing only. This is
motivated by the higher turbulence intensities and larger length scales associated
with the motion in the horizontal plane than in the vertical [9]. In recent work by
and Hinterberger and Rodi [15] a smaller value for the horizontal eddy viscosity was
used, based on 3D-LES, choosing the vertical and horizontal eddy viscosities equal
(αhor = αver = 0.067) and using a Prandtl–Schmidt number of 0.7 for the horizontal
diffusivity. This resulted in an effective horizontal diffusion of 0.1u × D, which is at
the lower end of experimental observations.
With the closure used here the set of equations can be solved numerically,
provided a proper implementation of the in- and outflow conditions. The time
dependent solution allows for the formation of large eddy structures in case the
resolution is sufficient to represent them and the mechanism by which they are
formed. Even with a resolution of the order of the water depth this approach
should formally be labelled 2D-URANS (unsteady Reynolds averaged Navier–
Stokes), rather than LES, because the turbulence closure applies to all scales and
is thus not grid dependent. Furthermore the 2D-approach prohibits a solution that
includes a part of the inertial sub-range, violating the standard assumptions with LES:
homogeneity and isotropy at the sub-grid scale level [24, 28].
2.2 Shallow mixing layer with inflow perturbations
The experiments as described in [33] and [34] are simulated. The simulation covers a
domain of 3 m width and 17 m length, and a water depth D = 0.067 m. The uniform
grid of 150 × 850 cells results in a mesh size of x = y = 0.02 m ≈0.3D. Free-
slip conditions are imposed at the side boundaries and at the surface. An advective
condition is imposed at the outflow boundary. With respect to the mean flow a
hyperbolic tangent profile is imposed at the inflow boundary corresponding to a
mixing layer width equal to the water depth δ(x0) = D and a velocity difference equal
to the experimental value of 0.19 m/s. The splitter plate itself is thus not represented
in the model.
Although discretisation noise will eventually trigger the shear instabilities in the
mixing layer that lead to the large eddy structures, the amplitude of the noise was
shown to be of paramount importance for the intensity of those structures as they
develop along the mixing layer, Fig. 2. Obviously the amplitude needed for an appro-
priate representation has to correspond with the background quasi 2D turbulence
as it is generated in the bottom boundary layer. For the two velocity components
at the inflow boundary a perturbation is imposed with a uniform spectrum for the
low frequency part, in accordance with the spectral distribution of a straight channel
flow; see also Fig. 2. The perturbations are built from a set of 200 Fourier modes, in
such a way that continuity is obeyed. More details of the inflow perturbations will be
explained later on, see also [34].
In Fig. 3 the evolution of the vortex structures in the mixing layer is shown by
means of the Weiss-function. The dark areas indicate dominance of vorticity. In the
upper panel only little effect is seen at the very beginning of the mixing layer. In
the absence of inflow perturbations the mixing layer remains smooth and does not
show any structures. In the presence of a constant pressure gradient for the whole
domain the bottom friction tends to homogenize the flow resulting in a decreasing
velocity difference in downstream direction. As a consequence of mass conservation
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Fig. 3 The effect of
perturbation amplitude on the
genesis of vortex structures in
the simulation of a depth
averaged shallow mixing layer.
The flow is from left to right
with the high velocity
introduced at y > 0 and low
velocity at y < 0. The
Weiss-function (squared shear
minus squared vorticity) is
plotted for the cases: with no
perturbations (top), small
amplitude (with spectral
energy density Eper =
0.01cf U2D middle), high
amplitude (with spectral
energy density Eper =
1.0cf U2D bottom)
the center of the mixing layer shifts to the low-velocity side. The vorticity is reflecting
the mean shear which decreases downstream where the mixing layer widens and the
velocity difference decreases. Only with a sufficient level of disturbances the mixing
layer forms clear eddy structures as seen in the middle and lower panel. A higher
intensity at the inflow boundary leads to high intensity vortices that are generated
further upstream. With the formation of turbulence structures also the merging of
vortices can be observed. The stronger instabilities also lead to a somewhat wider
mixing layer. At x = 8 m the mixing layer width for the cases shown in Fig. 3 are
respectively δ = 0.27 m; δ = 0.32 m and δ = 0.48 m. It should be noticed here that
the disturbances are still small with respect to the mean flow and subjected to the
dissipation in accordance with (2) and (3).
While being advected by the mean flow the inflow disturbances will gradually
disappear with downstream distance due to viscous and frictional effects and the
absence of a resolved boundary layer in which turbulent kinetic energy is produced.
This already demonstrates the arbitrariness in prescribing the ambient turbulence
level only at the inflow boundary.
The intensity of the large structures formed turns out to be almost proportional
to the imposed level of disturbances. As seen in Fig. 4 the energy density levels at
5 m downstream have the same shape but differ only in proportion to the inflow
disturbance level. Note that the peaks of the spectra slightly shift to the low frequency
side if the energy level increases. This is consistent with a widening of the mixing
layer. The effect on the widening is however limited. An increase of the energy levels
with a factor hundred results in an increase in mixing layer width of less than a factor
two. This suggests that the amplification by the shear layer can be considered as an
almost linear process and that the assumptions made with the linear stability analysis
of [33] are justified. In other words, the amplification of the initial disturbances by
the shear-instabilities is virtually the same in cases shown in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4 Spectra of energy
densities of the lateral velocity
component at 5 m downstream
of the mixing layer apex
obtained with a depth
averaged simulation for three
levels of spectral energy
density supplied at the inflow
boundary: Eper = 0.01cf U2D
dotted, Eper = 0.1 cf U2D solid,
Eper = 1.0 cf U2D dashed
The intensity of the background quasi 2D turbulence is however determined
fully empirically. In the next section the background quasi 2D turbulence will be
determined, based on 3D-LES.
2.3 Background quasi 2D turbulence
In the previous section it was demonstrated that the development of the large scale
structures depends on the level of disturbances imposed at the inflow boundary. In
reality, these disturbances are not only present at the inflow boundary but throughout
the whole domain as they are part of the turbulence in the bottom boundary layer.
These fluctuations do contribute to the dissipative eddy-viscosity, but also form the
seedlings from which larger structures can grow.
To determine the background quasi 2D turbulence, a 3D LES is carried out for a
uniform channel flow in a wide domain: 80D× 80D × D, see [34]. The results were
checked with the DNS of the [21]. From the simulations the spectra of the quasi 2D
turbulence were extracted. The spectra for the streamwise and transverse velocity are
shown in Fig. 5. In order to take these fluctuations into account in the depth-averaged
shallow water equations two steps are taken: (1) the fluctuations are mimicked by
means of a kinematic simulation; (2) the fluctuations are implemented in the depth-
averaged shallow water equations.
The fluctuating velocities uks and vks are derived for a flow field which is
divergence-free, continuous in time and space [11], and is defined by:
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Fig. 5 Two-dimensional energy density spectra of the streamwise (left) and transverse (right)
fluctuations of the depth averaged velocities. The spectra are based on the results of 3D-LES (top)
and the results of the kinematic simulation (7) and (8) (bottom)
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Here φn, φn and θn are randomly chosen for each n (N = 200). The advection of
the disturbance field is approximated by the constant streamwise and transverse
velocities U and V. In this paper we assume U as the constant mean streamwise
velocity in the center of the mixing layer and V = 0. In future simulations, especially
for complex flows, U and V should be able to vary in space and in time. Equations (5)
and (6) should then be revisited, as this set will not be divergence free for gradients
in the mean flow field (U,V). The amplitudes uˆn and vˆn can still be adjusted to the
requirements for the specific turbulence properties. Important criteria in this respect
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are: the amplitude itself, typical correlation length, anisotropy and continuity. These









































As the fluctuation stem from the bottom turbulence it is likely that the amplitude
will scale with u∗. The length scaling part is determined empirically with a linear
increase for small wavenumbers and an exponentional decay to higher wavenumbers.
The anisotropy part is also determined empirically. The continuity part directly
follows from the continuity requirement. The formulation was based on the 2D
spectra of the 3D-LES, see Fig. 5.
The free parameters α, β and λ are fitted to data obtained from the above
mentioned fully-3D LES of a straight channel flow. Given the constraints of the
ks-formulation optimal results were obtained using: α = 1.3, β = 3.0 and λ = 0.3
in (7) and (8). For the proper coverage of the spectra N = 200 modes were
taken at equidistant wavenumber intervals. (for more details, see [34]). Figure 5
shows the two-dimensional energy density spectra as obtained after depth-averaging
of the 3D-LES result and as generated using the kinematic simulation of (7) and
(8). It should be noted that with the large domain the wave-number spectrum
can be calculated down to very small values of kD. The raggedness in the graph
in the left panel is due to the small number of independent samples (100) used for
the determination of the 2D-spectrum. It shows the rather isotropic distribution of
the lateral velocity component over both directions in wave-number space and the
anisotropic distribution of the streamwise component.
For the determination of the additional source terms in the depth-averaged
shallow water equations, the linearized shallow water equations for the velocity
























v′ + vt∇2v′, (10)
where the prime denotes the fluctuations with respect to the mean value (u =
U + u′). It is noted that these equations hold for uniform flow (no mean transverse
velocity) and that U  u′ and U  v′. It was hypothesized that in a uniform channel
flow the additional kinematic forcing terms in the depth-averaged shallow water
equations should equal the sink terms (bottom friction and turbulent shear stress)
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in the shallow water equations for the velocity fluctuations. The resulting depth-







































with U the mean streamwise velocity. The added source terms on the right hand side
represent the forcing by the kinematic simulation of the large scale contributions
stemming from the bottom turbulence flow.
For the specific case of a straight open channel flow, a 2D simulation without the
described model would result in a trivial stationary uniform solution for the mean
flow. Without side walls no velocity gradients are resolved that could lead to the
production of turbulent kinetic energy. Fluctuations that appear are solely due to the
applied forcing. In order to check the performance of the forcing scheme a snapshot
of the depth averaged velocity field resulting from the 3D LES is compared with the
2D simulation in Fig. 6; only a part of the total computational domain of 80 times 80
water depths is displayed. The fluctuating components show realistic patterns for the
longitudinal and lateral velocity fluctuations. The anisotropy in the flow structures is
clearly seen. Note that the typical length scales for the observed structures is much
larger than the water depth while the amplitude is still a few percent of the mean
flow velocity [16, 18]. Although in many cases the water depth D is considered as a
proper measure for the most important macroscopic length scales in the flow, in the
depth-averaged case here the scales exceeding D play a key role, despite their small
amplitude. For further use the method described in this section will be labelled as
the ks-backscatter model. The term backscatter is used here to classify the model as
a source term rather than to indicate the direction of energy transfer.
2.4 The shallow mixing layer
The above described and validated method is now applied to the depth-averaged
modelling of a spatially developing mixing layer as depicted above. It is anticipated
that the 3D-turbulence generated in the boundary layers of the two streams has
the same spectral signature as that of a straight channel flow. Naturally it can not
be expected that the same holds for the mixing layer. It should however be noted
that the ks-backscatter model is supposed to only provide the controlled necessary
disturbance level for excitation of 2D flow structures in the mixing layer. Equations
(11) and (12) are solved numerically using the same computational grid as with
the mixing layer as described in Section 2.2, i.e. a grid of 150 by 850 cells covering
a domain of 3 m by 17 m. For simplicity we use a constant, uniform advection
velocity U in the ks-backscatter model (5) and (6), equal to the value in the center
of the mixing layer. Introducing the lateral shear of the mixing layer also in the ks-
backscatter model would make the model unnecessary complicated with respect to
the evolution of the structures.













Fig. 6 Simulation results of instantaneous streamwise and transverse velocity fluctuations scaled
with the mean velocity for a straight channel flow. a Depth averaged streamwise velocity fluctuations
from the full 3D-LES. b Streamwise velocity fluctuations from the 2D URANS simulation with
inclusion of the ks-backscatter model. c and d For the transverse velocity component
The results compare fairly well with the experimental data obtained from the free-
surface motion, as far as the mean flow field is concerned (Fig. 7). The development
of the mixing layer width and the lateral shift are well predicted. The turbulent
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Fig. 7 Results of the URANS simulation with ks-backscatter (solid line) of the shallow mixing layer
flow, compared with experimental data [34]. a mean streamwise velocity; b turbulent shear stress
shear stress is somewhat underestimated (Fig. 7). It is likely that 3D effects in the
experiment, which are absent in the simulation, are causing part of this difference.
It should be noted that the measured data obtained at the free-surface are not
fully representing the depth averaged motion. Experimental data of depth-averaged
instantaneous flow fields are very difficult to obtain. The free-surface motion is
therefore used here as an effective alternative containing at least the signatures of the
dominant large-scale motion. Although the large-scale motion is highly correlated
over the vertical [32] some characteristic 3D effects affect the data comparison. The
vertical shear gives rise to elongated vortices that contribute more to the longitudinal
fluctuations than the 2D more isotropic vortices in the simulation. Also possible
secondary circulation, not included in the model, could play a role.
An important advantage of the proposed model is the representation of the re-
solved large horizontal structures. It is therefore useful to make a more quantitative
validation with respect to the spectral distribution of the turbulent kinetic energy.
Figure 8 shows a comparison between the simulations and the experiments. For the
case shown, the frequency of maximum energy is well predicted indicating the proper
dimension of the large eddies. The peak amplitudes are properly represented for
the streamwise component but overestimated for the transverse velocities. It is no
surprise that the high frequency part of the spectrum is considerably underestimated.
That part of the spectrum reflects the energy cascade and subsequent dissipation
which for the smaller scales is governed by 3D processes that are not resolved here.
In the simulation, energy is removed from the turbulent motions through bottom
friction acting on all scales with a high turbulent viscosity acting predominantly
on the smallest resolved scales. With the limited resolution and the 2D dynamics
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Fig. 8 Energy density spectra at x = 5.8 m in the center of the mixing layer of the resolved large scale
fluctuations (lines) from the simulation with ks-backscatter, compared with experimental data (dots)
from [34]
represented by the depth averaged model it is not surprising that the simulation
yields large deviations in the energy transfer. In this respect a comparison with the
spectra of depth averaged velocity measurements would be most appropriate despite
the fact that the model lacks essential 3D physics. Nevertheless, as far as the large,
energy containing eddies are concerned, the model works satisfactory and reveals the
necessity of a backscatter model.
As we are interested in large eddy structures a comparison between experiments
and the model should be made on eddy properties rather than turbulence intensities
and spectra. However the stochastic nature of the flow makes it impossible to
compare instantaneous flows, neither does it make sense to compare time averaged
flow fields. In order to obtain an idea on the size, shape and intensity of typical vortex
structures at a certain location, the method of conditional averaging is applied [25].
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Fig. 9 Comparison of conditionally averaged eddies at 8.6 m downstream with a water depth of
67 mm. Simulation data (left) and experimental data (right), vector fields (top) and vorticity contours
(bottom)
Correlating a mask eddy of variable size and lateral position with time series of the
flow field at a certain location, eddies can be identified and conditionally averaged.
This method is applicable to both the experimental and the simulation data, allowing
for a direct comparison between the results.
Figure 9 shows an example the conditionally averaged vortex at 8.6 m down-
stream. The vector fields clearly show a vortex structure of about 1 m length and
0.6 m width. The experimental eddy looks more elongated than the numerical one.
This can also be observed in the representation of the structure in terms of the
vorticity. Although the experimental data are more ragged and smaller in amplitude,
the resemblance in amplitude and shape is reasonably good and it shows the level of
detail at which the comparison can be made.
3 Discussion
The importance of the back-scatter model is evident for spatially developing shallow
shear flows, where instabilities are triggered by 3D-turbulence by the shear in the
vertical plane and where they are amplified to horizontal eddies by the shear in the
horizontal plane. This is for example the case for lateral mixing layers as observed
in compound channels (lateral variation in depth), lateral variations in roughness,
sudden expansions, harbours, etc.
An aspect that has practical implications but has not received much attention here,
is the effect of the large structures on the transport across the mixing layer. The
shear stresses, denoting the transport of momentum, consists of contributions from
the large eddies as well as the turbulent viscosity vhor. From the growth rate of the
mixing layer width only a slight dependency on the relative contribution of the large
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eddies is found, provided they occur with a significant amplitude. This is not just an
aspect of shallow mixing layers. The universal growth behaviour of all kinds of deep
mixing layers of uniform density is also an indication that the fluid properties and the
intensity of large coherent structures are not of great influence, (see e.g. [3]).
Another aspect that results from this study is the comparison between depth
averaged modelling results with measurements on a 3D flow configuration. In most
cases it is impossible or takes too much effort to obtain sufficient data to determine
an instantaneous value of the local depth-average velocity. A detailed verification
is therefore not always feasible. In view of the characterization of large horizontal
eddies a conditional averaging technique looks promising.
4 Conclusions
With the increased application of eddy resolving simulations (LES, URANS) to
cases with a wide range of turbulent length/time scales, a growing need is observed
for the representation of the non-resolved physics. For problems with a limited
scale range, the implementation of a (standard) LES sub-grid model suffices for the
inertial subrange. For wide range of scales problems URANS will be applied instead
of LES and the limitations of the resolution then require more attention for the
large, energy containing and often anisotropic turbulent motions. In shallow flows
this typically comprises the three-dimensional turbulence generated in the vertical
shear. When the dynamics of this 3D-turbulence is not or insufficiently resolved,
the missing information can be replenished using a kinematic backscatter model.
In devising this model it has become clear that in a straight open channel flow
turbulent kinetic energy is present on length scales much larger than the water
depth. In particular these turbulence structures are capable of triggering large scale
instabilities in a shallow horizontal shear flow that lead to the formation of intense
quasi two-dimensional eddies.
The work described above is still in progress and should be seen as the onset
to a more extensive programme to improve shallow flow modelling tools. Only a
relatively simple flow (shallow mixing layer) was considered, more complex flows
have to be tested. A simplification was made by assuming a uniform advection
velocity [U = constant and V = 0 in (5) and (6)]. A spatially and temporally varying
advection velocity would be more general and has to be considered in the future. This
will require revisiting (5) and (6) as these may introduce some divergence in the flow
field. The parameters in the definition of the kinematic simulation are still empirical,
although based on a 3D-LES of a channel flow. The validity of the parameters and
their sensitivity to flow characteristics has to be further investigated.
At this stage the importance of this study lies in the notion that the large struc-
tures as found in unstable shear flows are influenced by the turbulent fluctuations
stemming from other sources like for example bottom turbulence. In reducing the
resolution or even the spatial dimensions of a simulation the lost information can
have dramatic effects on the solution. This has obviously been well recognised and
accounted for when it concerns the dissipative action of the small-scale turbulence,
but not for their destabilizing effect. However, with instable flows much energy
is available to amplify small-amplitude fluctuations into important large-scale flow
structures. Their amplitude and spectral distribution should therefore be imple-
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mented in accordance with the underlying physics. In this study we focused on
the interaction between the vertical boundary layer and the horizontal structures
but other combinations can be thought of where the quasi two-dimensional flow
structures (in a stratified or magnetically confined flow) are triggered by disturbances
from a different origin.
Though not perfect, the proposed method provides at least a physically based
method to efficiently include an important aspect of a shallow shear flow.
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